
Game Mechanics - Jumping

Learning Outcomes:

● Write code to make a player jump up in the air and return 

to the ground due to gravity.

REMEMBER: Put up your hand. We love to help!

Revision topics before starting:

✅ Variables

✅ If Statements

✅ Booleans
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Jumping

Jumping is an important game mechanic that exists in a lot of popular games. 

Although the concept of jumping seems quite simple at first, it can actually be 

somewhat of a complex task to break it down to its different components and 

implement it in our games using code!
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Things to Consider about Jumping...

Here is a list of some things to take into consideration when attempting to solve 

this problem that may help you:

1. Gravity is always acting downwards on the player.

2. The player should not ‘fall’ through the ground.

3. One key press should make the player jump once. The player should not 

jump further depending on how long you hold the key down.

4. The player can only jump when it is already touching the ground.

5. The player must have an initial jump speed that is greater than the opposite 

force of gravity.

6. When the player’s upward velocity eventually becomes less than gravity, 

the player should gradually return to the ground.
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Tasks 

Open a new sketch and draw a player circle resting on top of the 

ground (a line near the bottom of the canvas).

Write the code to make the player jump in the air once when the 

“SPACEBAR” is clicked. 

Challenge 1

Implement the ability to be able to “double-jump”. The player should 

be able to jump one more time while it is in the process of doing the 

first jump. The player should not be able to do any more than two 

consecutive jumps, i.e. no “triple-jumping” or 

“quadruple-jumping”.

Now would be a great time to save

your sketch if you haven’t already
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Go to the next page to see the 
solution for the code....
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Spoilers Ahead!
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You’ve been warned...
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float xPos = 300;

float yPos = 525;

float speed = 0;

float gravity = 0.3;

boolean canJump = true;

void setup () {

  size(600,600); 

}

void draw () {

  background(255);

  line(0,550,600,550);

  ellipse(xPos,yPos,50,50);

  

  yPos += speed;

  yPos += gravity;

  

  if(yPos < 525) {

    speed += gravity;

  }

  else {

    speed = 0;

    yPos = 525;

    canJump = true;

  }

}

void keyPressed() {

  if(key == ' ' && canJump == true) {

    speed = -10;

    canJump = false;

 }


